Driving Licence Authority – Authority of Public Order
Dear Reader

Contact

On this page we provide you with general information about the
availability, contacts and services of the Driving Licence Authority.

Driving Licence Authority
Technical Town Hall
Prager Straße 136
04317 City of Leipzig

Further content is provided for you in the links which are
predominantly in the German language. We aim to change this
gradually. However for various reasons this is not always
possible.
The Driving Licence Authority fulfils delegated, sovereign tasks
based on the decree on driving licences in accordance with
federal law. These tasks are primarily regulatory in nature. One
service is, for example, issuing driving licences in order to drive
motor vehicles. The Driving Licence Authority can also, under
certain conditions, order the revocation of the driving licence or
the prohibition of driving all types of vehicles (including licencefree vehicles such as bicycles).

Important tasks/services:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Telephone: 0341 123-8562
Fax: 0341 123-8580
Email: fahrerlaubnis@leipzig.de
Website: www.leipzig.de/fahrerlaubnis

Postal address
Stadt Leipzig,
SG Fahrerlaubnisangelegenheiten
04092 Leipzig

Opening hours

First issue of driving licences
Adding higher classes of driving licences
Extension of driving licences
Exchange of driving licences
Conversion of driving licences under old law
into driving licence cards
Reissue (following revocation) of driving licences
Issuing replacement driving licences
Issuing international driving licences
Granting permission to carry passengers
Organisation of the local knowledge test
Organisation of the declaration in lieu of an oath about the
loss of the driving licence
Ordering measures as part of probationary permission to
drive and the points systems (cautions, revocation of driving
licences, ordering of driving seminars)

Important services in detail:
• Applying for and collecting driving licences
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Monday:
Tuesday:

09:00-12:00 Uhr
09:00-12:00 Uhr and
13:00-18:00 Uhr
Thursday:
09:00-12:00 Uhr and
13:00-16:00 Uhr
Friday:
09:00-12:00 Uhr
Please note: Wednesdays only possible
with an appointment.

Aarrival
Tram: 12, 15 (Technisches Rathaus)
Bus: 70, 74 (Technisches Rathaus)

Information
• Building fully accessible for
wheelchair users
• Lift accessible for wheelchair users
• Toilet can be used by wheelchair
users
• Disabled parking available
• Play area available

Publications
• Documents to be submitted for official acts of the driving
licence authority, PDF - 129 KB
• Points put your driving licence in jeopardy!, PDF - 88 KB
• Declaration in lieu of an oath, PDF - 147 KB
• Quick Guide in the Technical Town Hall (Important information
for international scientists, PhD candidates, highly-skilled
specialists and students), PDF – 550 KB

Additional information
Appointment online – an appointment without having to
wait!
For the processing of various matters you can choose an
appointment at the Driving Licence Authority.
Where is the Driving Licence Authority in the Technical Town
Hall?
Use the entrance A.I of building A. Waiting area for the Driving
Licence Authority: Room A.3.016, third floor.
• Visitors with pre-booked online appointments: Please take a
seat. You will be called.
• No appointments: Please select your request, take a ticket at
the ticket machine and wait for your number to be shown on
the screen.
Driving licence ready to collect?
You can check online whether your driving licence is ready to
collect
• to the online check
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